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Limited in data sharing expressiveness

Client-server

2 extra copies + encryption/decryption

Similar in other patterns:
- Producer-consumer
- Proxy
Huge Overhead of Spatial Isolation
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- Malicious OS
- Mutually distrusting applications (compromised during runtime)
- DoS attacks are out of scope
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Spatial isolation: memory region is either always private or always public

Temporal isolation: different enclaves may access memory region at different times

No extra copies or encryption/decryption
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Problem: Sharer has no control over how data is accessed after sharing
How does Elasticlave solve this?
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Problem: Accessors cannot enforce their own memory protection permissions
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Problem: No mechanism for synchronization
Elasticlave: Lock Bit
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Three elements:

- Maximum permissions
- Effective permissions (≤ maximum permissions)
- Synchronization: lock bit
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\begin{itemize}
\item Rocket Core
\item PMP entries
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Run on cycle-accurate FPGA-accelerated simulator (FireSim)
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**Spatial isolation**: passing data through extra copies and encryption/decryption

**Native**: two threads
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Comparable to native Linux
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